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With I c PE Spec R, and Z a regular ideal in the Noetherian ring R, we discuss when (u, P, If) 
is a prime divisor of uR(Z) in the Rees ring R(Z) = R[u,Zt] of R with respect to I. 
1. Introduction 
Let IL P be ideals in a Noetherian ring R, with I regular, and P prime. We are 
concerned with understanding when in the Rees ring R(I) = R[u, It], (t an indeter- 
minate and u = t-t) the prime ideal (u, P, Zt) is a prime divisor of uR(I). The ques- 
tion is of interest for various reasons. Our interest in it stems from the fact, shown 
below, that if for some integer n 2 1, PEASS R/Z” - Ass R/I”+‘, then (u, P, Zt) 
must be a prime divisor of uR(I). Thus, if uR(Z) has no prime divisors of the form 
(u, P, Zt), then Ass R/IL Ass R/I2 c Ass R/I3 c 0.. . (We will give an example show- 
ing that in general the sequence Ass R/I”, n 2 1, is not increasing.) The above ques- 
tion was studied in [3, section 41. The arguments used here appeared in that paper. 
However, here we produce stronger results with easier proofs. 
Notation 
I will always be a regular ideal in the Noetherian ring R, and P will be a prime 
ideal of R with 1~ P. R(I) will be the Rees ring of R with respect to I, and (I), will 
be the integral closure of I (i.e., (I),= {XE R Ix satisfies an equation of the form 
X”+alXn-‘+... + a, =0 with ajE1’)). Z* will be the eventual stable value of 
(12:I)c(13:12)c(14:13)~.... 
2. Results 
Part (i) of the next lemma, shows that I* is an interesting ideal. 
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Lemma 1. (i) If IC J with Jan ideal, then JC I* if and only if there is an m 2 1 with 
I”’ = J”’ if and only if for all large m, Im = J”. 
(ii) For all large n, I” * = I”. 
(iii) I C I* C (I), . 
(iv) For n> 1, Z(Z”*) c (Zn+l)*. 
(v) For n 2 1, (In+l : I) c (In+’ : I’) c (In+3 : Z3) c ... eventually stabilizes to I”*. 
Proof. For (i), (ii), and (iii), see [4] or [2, Lemma 8.21. By (i), there is an m2 1 with 
(I” *)m = (I”)m. Thus (Z(Z”*))” =Zm(I’)m = (In+l)m. Since also I”+l c I(I”*), (i) 
implies (iv). For (v), the given sequence contains ((ln)k+l : (I”)k) for all kz 1. 
However, for large k, this equals I”* by definition. 0 
Theorem 2. The following are equivalent: 
(a) (u, P, It) is a prime divisor of uR(Z). 
(b) P E Ass I” */I” for some n 2 1. 
(c) P E Ass(Z” + ’ : Z)/I” for some n 2 1. 
(d) P E Ass((1” + ’ :I)flI”-‘)/I” for some n2 1. 
(e) For some n L 1, there is an ideal J, containing I”, such that P E Ass J,/I” - 
Ass IJ,, /I” + ‘. (Here, we allow the possibility that J,, = R.) 
Proof. (b) * (e). Suppose PEASS Z”*/I” for some n 2 1. Now Lemma l(ii) shows 
that for large k, Ik*= Ik, so that Pr$ Ass Zk*/Zk. Thus, we may assume n is such 
that PE Ass I”*/I”- Ass(I"+')*/I"+ ‘. By Lemma l(iv), Z(Y*)C(Y+~)*. Thus 
PEASS I”*/I” -Ass I(ln*)/ln+‘. Thus (e) holds, with J, =I”*. 
(e) * (a). Suppose that (e) holds, and write P= (I” : b) with b E J,. We claim that 
(u, P, It) is minimal over (unR(Z) : bR(Z)). This will show that (u, P, Zt) is a prime 
divisor of u”R(Z), and hence also of uR(I), since u is a regular element in R(I). 
Thus, (a) follows from the claim. To prove the claim, note that since (unR(Z) : bR(I)) 
is homogeneous and intersects R at (I” : b) = P, we have (unR(I) : bR(Z)) c (u, P, It). 
Suppose the claim is false. Then there is a prime q minimal over (unR(Z) : bR(Z)) 
with qc(u, P,Zt)). As q lies between two ideals both of which meet R at P, clearly 
qnR=P. Since ueq and Pcq, we must have Itgq. Let CEZ, with ct$q. We see 
that 
(unR(Z) : b(ct)R(Z)) = ((unR(Z) : bR(Z)) : (ct)R(Z)) c (q : (ct)R(Z)) =q. 
Contracting to R shows that (In+’ : bc) c P. Therefore, 
Thus P=(Z”+‘: bl). Since blc ZJ,, , P E Ass I,,,“+ ‘. This contradicts (e), and so 
proves the claim. This shows that (e) implies (a). 
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(a) =$ (d). Suppose (u, P,Zt) is a prime divisor of &?(I). Then (u, P,Zt) = 
(uR(Z) : btnp’) for some homogeneous element bt”-’ in R(Z) - z&(Z). Clearly, we 
must have b E I”- ’ -I”, so n 11. Intersecting with R, we see that P = (I” : b). Since 
Ztbt”-‘CUR(Z), we have bE(Zn+l:Z)flZ’-l, so (d) holds. 
(d) * (c) * (b). Since (Zn+l :Z)flZ”-’ c (Zn+l : I) c I” * (by Lemma l(v)), these are 
trivial. 0 
Corollary 3. (i) Zf PE Ass R/Z” - Ass R/Z”’ ’ for some n 2 1, then (24, P,Zt) is a 
prime divisor of uR(Z). 
(ii) Zf PE Ass(Z”),/Z” - Ass(Z”+~),/Z”~’ f or some n L 1, then (u, P, It) is a prime 
divisor of uR(Z). 
(iii) Zf P E Ass I”- ‘/I” - Ass In/Z”’ ’ for some n L 1, then (u, P,Zt) is a prime 
divisor of uR(Z). 
(iv) Zf P E Ass R/Z” - Ass R/Z” * for some n I 1, then (u, P, Zt) is a prime divisor 
of uR(Z). 
Proof. For (iv), the exact sequence 0 -+ Z”*/Z” -+ R/Z” + R/Z”*+ 0 shows that 
Ass R/Z” c Ass I” */I” U Ass R/Z” *. Therefore, if P is as in (iv), then PE Ass Z”*/Z”, 
so the result follows from Theorem 2, (b) * (a). Now (i), (ii), and (iii) all follow 
from Theorem 2, (e) * (a). For (i), let J,, = R. For (ii), let J, =(I”),. For (iii), let 
J,=Z”-l. In each case, we are given that PEASS J,,/Z”-Ass J,,+,N”+‘. Since 
ZJnr J,,+,, we see that PE Ass J,/Z” -Ass ZJ,/Z,,+ 1, so Theorem 2, (e) * (a), gives 
the three results. 0 
The sequence Ass R/Z, Ass R/Z2, Ass RN3, . . . eventually stabilizes to a set 
denoted A*(Z). See [l] or [2, Chapter I]. 
Proposition 4. There is an n 2 1 with P E Ass R/Z” -A*(Z) if and only if (u, P, It) is 
the only prime divisor of uR(Z) which intersects R at P. 
Proof. Since (u, P, It) contains any homogeneous ideal in R(Z) which meets R at P, 
[2, Propositions 2.2 and 1.151, shows that PEA*(Z) if and only if there is a prime 
divisor Q of uR(Z) with Qn R = P and with Q # (u, P, It). Suppose now that (u, P, Zt) 
is the only prime divisor of uR(Z) lying over P. Then P$A*(Z). However, by 
Theorem 2, (a) * (b), for some n 2 1, P E Ass R/Z”. Therefore, P E Ass R/Z” -A *(I). 
Conversely, suppose that PE Ass R/Z*-A*(Z). By definition of A*(Z), and by 
changing n if necessary, we may assume that PE Ass R/Z” - Ass R/Z”+‘. By Cor- 
ollary 3(i), (u, P,Zt) is a prime divisor of uR(Z). Since P$A*(Z), the opening 
sentence shows that (u, P, Zt) is the only prime divisor of uR(Z) lying over P. 0 
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3. Examples 
We give some examples. 
Example A. With F a field and X an indeterminate, let R =F+X3F[X], P= 
XF[X]flR, and Z=(X3,X4)R. Then Z#Z*=(Z),=P, while for n22, Zn=Zn*= 
(I”), = P”. Also, (u, P,Zt) is a prime divisor of uR(Z) but is not the only prime 
divisor of uR(Z) which intersects R at P. 
Proof. Note that P=(X3,X4, X’)R, and P2=(X6,X7, X8)R =Z2. By Lemma l(i) 
and the fact that P is maximal, P=Z*. By Lemma l(iii), P= Z* c (I), c P, so that 
I*= (Z)a= P. Since X5 EZ*-Z, we have Z#Z*. Now consider nr2, and note that 
zn=(X3n,X3n+l,X3n+2 )R = P”. This also equals X3”F[X] fl R = (X3”R), , (since 
F[X] is the integral closure of R). Since X3”R c I” c (X3”R), , we see that (I”), = 
(X3”R), = P”. Using Lemma l(iii), P” = I” c I” * c (I”), = P”, and equality holds 
throughout. 
Since P2 = Z2 c Z, we have P c (I: P) = (I: Z*). Now P is maximal, and (I: I*) is 
proper, so P= (Z: I*). Thus PE Ass Z*/Z, and so by Theorem 2, (u, P, It) is a prime 
divisor of uR(Z). Since height P= 1, clearly PEA*(Z), and so by Proposition 4, 
(u, P, Zt) cannot be the only prime divisor of uR(Z) which intersects R at P. 0 
The next example is taken from [l]. It shows that in general, the sequence 
Ass R/Z”, n = 1,2,3, . . . is not increasing. 
Example B. Let F be a field and let X and Y be indeterminates. Let R = 
F+ (X3, Y)F[X, Y], let P= (X3, Y)F[X, Y], and let Z= (X3, X4)R. Then Z#Z*= (I),, 
but for nz2, Zn=Z”*= (I”),. Also PEARS R/Z-Ass R/Z” for n 22. Finally, 
(u, P, Zt) is the only prime divisor of uR(Z) which intersects R at P. 
Proof. Since X3R c ZC (X3, X4, X5)R = (X3R)F[X, Y] fl R = (X3R), , we have (I), = 
(X3, X4, X5)R #I. However, Z2 = (X6, X7, X8)R =(I):, and so Lemma l(i) and (iii) 
shows that Z*=(Z),. For n 12, we easily see that I”= (X3n, X3n+ ‘, X3n+2)R = 
(I”), = (X3”R), . Also it is easily seen that P$ Ass R/Z” for all n 2 2, but P= (I: X5) 
so that P E Ass R/Z. Since P E Ass R/Z- A*(Z), Proposition 4 shows that (u, P, Zt) is 
a prime divisor of uR(Z), and is the only prime divisor of uR(Z) which intersects R 
atP. Cl 
Our final example is due to R.C. Cowsik. It shows that not only is the sequence 
Ass R/Z”, n 2 1, not increasing, but furthermore, the sequence Ass R/Z”nA*(Z), 
nz 1, is not increasing. (Cowsik’s example was the first example of this in which 
Z was regular. The present author has admittedly not verified the details reproduced 
below.) 
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Example C. Let F be a field, and X, Y T, Z be indeterminates. Let 
A = F[X, Y, Z, T]/(Xm + Yp - TZq), 
(for some large m,p, q; m, p% q). The domain A contains 
Let 
R =F[X4,X5,X”, Y4, Y’, Y’l, Z4, Z5, Z”, T, TX6Y6Z6]. 
and 
P=(X4,X5,X11, Y4, Y’, Y11,Z4,Z5,Z11T, TX6Y6Z6), 
Q= (X4, X5,X1’, Y4, Y5, Y11,Z4,Z5,Z’1, TX6Y6Z6). 
Now Q is prime, and X11Y11Z11~Q(4)-Q4, while Q@‘=Q’. Also, Q(@#Q” for 
all large n. It follows that PE Ass R/Q4 and PE Ass R/Q” for all large n (so 
PEA*(Q)), but P$Ass R/QS. Since PEASS R/Q4-Ass R/Q’, by Corollary 3(i), 
(u, P, Qt) is a prime divisor of uR(Q). Since PEA*(Q), by Proposition 4, (u, P, Qt) 
is not the only prime divisor of uR(Q) which intersects R at P. 
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